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Abstract. Destruction of human-built structures occurs in the ‘wildland–urban interface’ (WUI) – where homes or other

burnable community structures meet with or are interspersed within wildland fuels. To mitigate WUI fires, basic
information such as the location of interface areas is required, but such information is not available in Canada. Therefore,
in this study, we produced the first national map of WUI in Canada. We also extended the WUI concept to address

potentially vulnerable industrial structures and infrastructure that are not traditionally part of the WUI, resulting in two
additional maps: a ‘wildland–industrial interface’ map (i.e. the interface of wildland fuels and industrial structures,
denoted here as WUI-Ind) and a ‘wildland–infrastructure interface’ map (i.e. the interface of wildland fuels and

infrastructure such as roads and railways, WUI-Inf). All three interface types (WUI, WUI-Ind, WUI-Inf) were defined
as areas of wildland fuels within a variable-width buffer (maximum distance: 2400 m) from potentially vulnerable
structures or infrastructure. Canada has 32.3 million ha of WUI (3.8% of total national land area), 10.5 million ha of

WUI-Ind (1.2%) and 109.8million ha ofWUI-Inf (13.0%). The maps produced here provide a baseline for future research
and have a wide variety of practical applications.

Additional keywords: communities, fuels, values, wildland–industrial interface, wildland–infrastructure interface,
wildland–urban interface.
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Introduction

Wildland fire is ubiquitous across Canada; every year, an average

of over 7000 wildland fires burn more than 2 million ha (CIFFC
2013). Fire suppression activities are primarily carried out to
protect human lives, communities and infrastructure, with

expenditures in some years exceedingCAD$1 billion (Stocks and
Martell 2016). Despite effective fire suppression in Canada
(Cumming 2005; Martell and Sun 2008; Stocks and Flannigan

2013), it is not uncommon that human-built structures are
damaged or destroyed by wildland fires (Pyne 2007; Beverly and
Bothwell 2011; Flat Top Complex Wildfire Review Committee
2012). Wildland fires that threaten or destroy structures

are referred to as ‘wildland–urban interface fires’, where the
‘wildland–urban interface’ (WUI) is known as the area where
homes or other structures meet with or are dispersed within

wildland vegetation (USDA and USDI 2001). The WUI can take
many forms, and can range from a defined line of structures
abutting wildland vegetation (generally referred to as ‘interface’

WUI) to scattered or isolated structures amongst the forest
(‘intermix’WUI) (USDA and USDI 2001). Having ‘urban’ in the
name is somewhat misleading, as many areas that would not

be considered an urban area (e.g. small towns, reserves and
cottage communities) are actually WUI areas. ‘Urban’ can be
thought as representing any human-built areas containing homes,
seasonal homes, public buildings or commercial structures.

The WUI definition leaves out industrial structures (e.g. oil
and gas facilities), despite the fact that these values can be

destroyed by wildfire. Industrial values are important, not just
for the potential loss of the structures, but also for the loss of
revenue when industrial operations are shut down owing to

wildland fires. For example, fires in 2011 and 2016 in Alberta,
Canada, resulted in oil and gas operations shutting down,
resulting in billions of dollars of lost revenue, and were deemed

to have contributed to measurable drops in Canada’s national
gross domestic product (Statistics Canada 2011; Flat Top
Complex Wildfire Review Committee 2012; CBC News 2016;
The Canadian Press 2016). These shutdowns can be caused by

evacuations of workers, service shutdowns (e.g. power trans-
mission or gas lines), or destruction of crucial equipment or
structures.

Similarly, infrastructure values (e.g. roads, railways, or power-
lines) are not included in the traditional WUI definition, but are
important for a variety of reasons. For example, infrastructure can

be any of the following: an escape route for civilians during a
wildfire (i.e. roads), values in need of fire protection (e.g. bridges,
power and communication lines, pipelines), strategic firefighting

features (e.g. roads being used in burnout operations), or sources
of wildfire ignitions (e.g. railways).

In the present paper, areas where industrial values meet with
or are dispersed within wildland vegetation will be referred to as
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the ‘wildland–industrial interface’ (or ‘WUI-Ind’). Areas where
infrastructure values meet with or are dispersed within wildland
vegetation will be referred to as the ‘wildland–infrastructure

interface’ (or ‘WUI-Inf’). The three interface types (i.e. WUI,
WUI-Ind and WUI-Inf) could be discussed together as the
‘wildland–human interface’ (as suggested in Robinne et al.

(2016)), or in more general terms, the ‘interface’.
Fires in the interface will likely become even more of an

issue1 in the future for two main reasons: (1) increased fire

activity due to climate change is predicted for most of Canada
(Flannigan et al. 2009;Wang et al. 2015; Flannigan et al. 2016);
and (2) there will likely be more interface area due to changes in
human land use (e.g. urban and rural sprawl, development of

new industrial facilities, and increasing secondary home or
cottage development) (Radeloff et al. 2005; Bollman and
Clemenson 2006; Peter et al. 2006; Theobald and Romme

2007). Fire suppression and mitigation may be able to restrain
impacts on structures with increased interface area (Fox et al.

2015), but eventually the heightened demand on suppression

(Podur and Wotton 2010), along with increased fire activity
from the effects of climate change (Flannigan et al. 2009) will
inevitably result in more destructive interface wildfire events. In

order to predict, adapt to, or mitigate changes in the WUI, there
must be an understanding of the current situation; specifically,
the location and size of the interface must be known.

Unfortunately, in Canada there is no national map of where

current interface areas are located or estimates of howmuch area
the interface covers. Many studies done in other countries
(United States primarily, but also France, Spain, Australia) have

not only mapped the current area of WUI up to a national scale
(Radeloff et al. 2005; Theobald and Romme 2007; Lampin-
Maillet et al. 2010; Galiana-Martina et al. 2011; Herrero-Corral

et al. 2012; Chas-Amil et al. 2013; Haas et al. 2013; Chuvieco
et al. 2014; Price and Bradstock 2014; Thomas and Butry 2014),
but have alsomapped past changes inWUI (Hammer et al. 2007;
Theobald and Romme 2007; Zhang et al. 2008; Bouillon et al.

2014; Fox et al. 2015) and predicted future WUI changes
(Theobald and Romme 2007). In Canada, there are only two
published studies mapping the WUI, and both were done at a

municipal scale. Beverly et al. (2010) mapped the WUI for four
communities in the province of Alberta, and Whitman et al.

(2013) for two communities in the province of Nova Scotia. No

studies mapping the WUI-Ind or WUI-Inf have been done in
Canada or elsewhere in the world.

The primary objective of the present study is to develop

national WUI, WUI-Ind and WUI-Inf maps for Canada. Based
on these maps, general statistics will be provided for the country
and also by province or territory. Spatial patterns in the interface
will be examined, and the relationships between interface areas

and fuels, structures, and past fires will be investigated. These
maps will provide a baseline for future research (e.g. risk
mapping and prediction of future interface areas) but also have

a variety of practical applications, including fire management
decision support and long-term planning, fire insurance, muni-
cipal planning and fire mitigation.

Methods

Structure data

To produce the three national interface maps (WUI, WUI-Ind
and WUI-Inf), data for both human-built structures2 and wild-

land fuels were required. We obtained structure information
(Fig. 1a) from the freely available CanVecþ (Natural Resources
Canada 2015a) dataset, which contains a wide variety of data
compiled on a national scale. Structure information in the

CanVecþ database is largely derived from the (now defunct)
National Topographic Data Base (NTDB) with updates from a
variety of remote sensing products. Structure locations were

used to spatially map the interface areas. Unlike many other
studies (e.g. Theobald and Romme 2007; Lampin-Maillet et al.
2010; Galiana-Martina et al. 2011), structure density definitions

were not required because the actual structure locations were
available, removing the need to resort to using spatially aggreg-
ated density data (e.g. census data). Having the actual structure

locations permits a much more spatially precise estimation of
the interface in Canada and also removes the necessity for a
subjective interface definition based on structure density.

For each of the three interface types, we extracted the

relevant structures based on the type of structure recorded in
the CanVecþ dataset. For the WUI, we selected the following
private, public, or commercial structures: places of interest (e.g.

picnic sites, stadiums, zoos, campgrounds), railway stations and
structures, airport runways, man-made hydrographic entities
(e.g. docks, dams), and the majority of buildings and structures

(e.g. city hall, residential areas, hospitals) (Fig. 1b). For the
WUI-Ind, we selected the following industrial structures: oil and
gas facilities, electric power and transformer stations, wind-
operated devices, all industrial areas (e.g. lumber yards, mines),

and all industrial buildings (e.g. oil and gas buildings, electric
buildings, industrial chimneys, petroleum wells). For the
WUI-Inf, the following infrastructure features were selected:

pipelines, powerlines, roads, trails, bridges and transmission
lines (telephone, other). A rasterised version (30-m resolution)
of the three sets of structure data (one for each of theWUI,WUI-

Ind and WUI-Inf) became the structure input to the interface
calculations (Fig. 1c).

We initially considered an additional classification for roads

owing to their unique characteristics with regards to fire risk and
suppression. Roads can be values in need of protection from
damage or to maintain escape routes, but they also affect
suppression access and ignition potential, can act as a fuel break,

and cause fragmentation of the landscape. Ultimately, roads
were included as WUI-Inf to provide a simplistic national look
at broad interface categories. However, in future analysis, roads

1The complex and interconnected effects of climate change and also of human development may result in decreases in fire activity in some areas. For example,

decreased risk in the interface may be seen in conditions where climate becomes wetter (thus decreasing fire activity), environmental conditions result in less

fuel (resulting in a fuel-limited situation), with increased firemanagement ormitigation, or where large amounts of available fuel are displaced by dense human

development.
2‘Structures’ here refer to traditional human-built structures but also infrastructure values that may not necessarily be structures (e.g. roads, powerlines,

railways) but for simplicity are referred to here as structures.
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will be investigated further, in particular their complex effects
on fire risk (Lein and Stump 2009; Vilar et al. 2010; Gralewicz
et al. 2012; Parisien et al. 2016).

Fuels data

We obtained data for wildland fuels from the Land Cover

,2000 (Natural Resources Canada 2015b) dataset (LC2000)
(Fig. 1a). The LC2000 dataset is based on classified Landsat 5
and 7 images collected from 1996 to 2005 (majority from 1999

to 2001) and is compiled from three mapping initiatives (Land
Cover for Agricultural regions of Canada, Northern Land Cover
of Canada, and Earth Observation for Sustainable Development
of Forests), with a 30-m resolution.

We then extracted all potentially burnable land-cover types
from the LC2000 dataset: shrublands, grasslands, vegetated
wetland, tundra, herb, and all types of forest. Non-fuel land-

cover types were not included as fuels (i.e. croplands, true
wetlands, pasture, sparse vegetation on rock, bare soil, devel-
oped land, exposed land, rock, snow or ice, barren, water), as

were unknown land-cover types (cloud, shadow, unclassified
and no data). To ensure consistent topology between the fuel
data and the structures data, we removed small areas of non-fuel

from the fuels layer using non-fuel polygon features from the
CanVecþ dataset, including: buildings and structures, energy,
hydrology, industrial and commercial, places of interest and
transportation. This step removed a limited amount of area, with

the majority of corrections from the hydrology features.
Using the fuels data extracted from the LC2000 dataset, we

produced a fuel weight raster layer using two steps. The first step

grouped the fuels (i.e. the land-cover types) into categories
based on their relative maximum potential ‘hazard’ (i.e. their
difficulty of suppression), as shown in Table 1. This ranking

relied on potential fire behaviour and suppression difficulty
based on the Canadian Fire Behaviour Prediction (FBP) System
(Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group 1992) and is similar to
what was used in mapping the WUI in the United States in

Theobald and Romme (2007).
The second step of producing a fuel weight raster provided an

assessment of horizontal fuel connectivity of all fuels across the

national landscape. For this purpose, we used the aggregation
index (AI) (He et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2014); this index has been
employed in previousWUImapping studies (Lampin-Maillet et al.

2010; Galiana-Martina et al. 2011; Herrero-Corral et al. 2012).
This index provides a measure of the degree of the connectivity or
aggregation of fuel dispersed within areas of non-fuel, and it also

provides a proxy for the ease of fire spread across the landscape
(Zhang et al. 2008; Lampin-Maillet et al. 2010).

We calculated the AI on a 5 � 5 raster cell (0.0002-decimal
degree cells) moving window basis for the entire country. Raw

AI values range from 0 (no aggregation; i.e. each cell is isolated)
to 100 (complete aggregation; i.e. fuel is continuous), but we
simplified and reclassified the values: AI. 90 was classified as

‘high aggregation’ and given a value of 0, 0,AI# 90was ‘low’
and given a value of 1, and AI ¼ 0 was ‘no aggregation’ and
given a value of 2. For each raster cell, these AI values were

added to the 1 to 5 ranks of the fuel land cover (categories as in
Table 1), resulting in fuel weight categories from 1 to 7. For
example, a raster cell with a conifer fuel type (rank of 1) and a
‘high’ AI (value of 0) results in a value of 1 for that cell’s fuel
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Fig. 1. Maps of a small community showing an overview of the processing

steps to calculate wildland–urban interface area: (a) fuel land cover inputs

(various colours) with all structures and infrastructure input (dark grey)

overlaid; (b) fuel weight raster (shades of greens and brown) derived from

land cover, water (blue) and only the ‘wildland–urban’ structures; (c) same

as (b) but with the structures converted to a raster layer, and showing the

variable-width buffering step (rainbow gradient); and (d) the buffered area,

but with non-fuels clipped out and cost distance values reclassified to

interface and not interface, forming the final wildland–urban interface area

(purple) for this sample map.
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weight value. This weighted raster layer (Fig. 1b) with values

1 to 7, along with non-fuel and water features with a value of 10
(as in Theobald and Romme 2007), became the input for the
interface calculation.

Interface calculation

In the present study, the interface is defined as the area of
wildland fuels surrounding any potentially vulnerable structure,

i.e. a fuels-focused, not a structure-focused definition is used, as
discussed in Platt (2010). A fuels-focused definition ultimately
produces a map of the burnable land area classified as interface,

instead of identifying groups of structures in the interface.
Calculating the area of interface was achieved by producing a
variable-width buffer around the structures (similar to the
methods of Theobald and Romme 2007; Fig. 1c), as opposed to

using a static-width buffer that does not take into account the
specific fuels surrounding a given structure. The width of the
buffer was based on the 1 to 7 (and 10 for non-fuels) fuel weight

raster values (i.e. the cover type fuel rank of 1 to 5, added to the

AI value of 0 to 2) surrounding the structure, as a cost distance
procedure. The buffer has a maximum width of 2400 m, which
can be realised only under the most hazardous fuel conditions;

e.g. a continuous conifer stand with a fuel weight value of 1
would have the full 2400-m buffer. Under less hazardous fuel
conditions, the buffer value is decreased; e.g. a continuous

mixedwood stand (fuel weight value of 2) would have twice
the ‘cost’ in the cost distance procedure calculating the buffer
distance, and thus would have a buffer width of 1200 m.

We chose the 2400-m maximum buffer distance for two
reasons; the first is that this distance is frequently used in WUI
mapping literature (Haight et al. 2004; Radeloff et al. 2005;
Hammer et al. 2007; Stewart et al. 2007; Theobald and Romme

2007; Zhang et al. 2008; Platt 2010; Maranghides andMell 2011;
Bar-Massada et al. 2013; Thomas and Butry 2014) because it is
the federally accepted standard in the United States said to

represent the distance a firebrand can travel from a wildland fire
and ignite a structure (USDA and USDI 2001; though rigorous
investigation into refining this potential spotting distance and

structure ignition is required). The second reason is that it is an
appropriate match to the spatial scale and the management
applications of the interface maps in the present study, including

values protection, firemanagement planning and fuels treatments.
After we completed the buffering procedure, we removed the

non-fuel areas (i.e. water and non-burnable areas) from the
buffered areas; this layer forms the final interface layer, and

indicates areas of interface as a Boolean value (Fig. 1d). We
performed the interface calculation three times, once for each of
the three interface types (WUI, WUI-Ind and WUI-Inf), thus

producing three separate national interface maps.

Analysis

To provide some analysis of the interface maps, we performed
some further processing. We first aggregated the raw interface,
fuels and structures raster data into a grid of hexagonal cells,
thus permitting density calculations and analysis of spatial

patterns that would not be possible with the full-resolution raster
data. Each hexagonal cell is ,18 by 18 (exact cell area is
3400 km2, which is ,18 by 18 at mid-latitudes of Canada). We

calculated the density of each variable as the amount of area in
the cell divided by the total land area in each cell (all non-water
area within Canada’s borders was included as land area).

Despite having high-resolution structure locations from the
CanVecþ dataset, the dataset does not necessarily define single
structures. For example, a structure point or polygon could

potentially represent a single-family dwelling, or a multistorey
apartment complex. High-density housing and urban areas are
just shown as large polygons. Therefore, in this study, no
estimate of the number of homes or how much of the human

population is living within interface areas can be directly
produced. To address this limitation to some degree, we overlaid
the WUI map with a layer of ‘Populated Places’ from the North

American Atlas dataset (Natural Resources Canada 2010). This
dataset provides point locations for cities, towns settlements,
and reservations across Canada (and the rest of North America).

The WUI-Ind and the WUI-Inf were not considered here
because the Populated Places dataset reflects human populations
in settlements, not the industrial structural locations or infra-
structure with no population associated with it.

Table 1. Fuel input classification used in calculating interface areas

with the land cover types (LC2000), equivalent Fire Behaviour Predic-

tion (FBP) System fuel types, and relative rankings used to create the

fuel weight raster

LC2000 vegetation cover type Equivalent FBP

fuel typeA
Fuel rank

200 (Forest) C1–7, D1, M1–4 1

210 (Coniferous forest) C1–7

211 (Conifer dense) C2–6

212 (Conifer open) C2–7

213 (Conifer sparse) C1, C7 2

230 (Mixedwood) M1, M2

231 (Mixedwood dense) M1, M2

232 (Mixedwood open) M1, M2

233 (Mixedwood sparse) M1, M2 3

220 (Deciduous forest) D1

221 (Broadleaf dense) D1

222 (Broadleaf open) D1

223 (Broadleaf sparse) D1

50 (Shrubland) N/A

51 (Shrub tall) N/A

52 (Shrub low) N/A

110 (Grassland) O1

81 (Wetland – treed) N/A 4

82 (Wetland – shrub) N/A

101 (Tussock graminoid tundra) N/A

102 (Wet sedge) N/A

103 (Moist to dry non-tussock graminoid

and dwarf shrub tundra)

N/A

104 (Dry graminoid prostrate dwarf shrub

tundra)

N/A

83 (Wetland – herb) N/A 5

100 (Herb) N/A

AC1 (spruce–lichen woodland); C2 (boreal spruce); C3 (mature jack or

lodgepole pine); C4 (immature jack or lodgepole pine); C5 (red and white

pine); C6 (conifer plantation), C7 (ponderosa pine–Douglas-fir), M1 (boreal

mixedwood – leafless), M2 (boreal mixedwood – green), D1 (leafless

aspen), O1 (grass), and N/A is not applicable (no equivalency in FBP).

4 Int. J. Wildland Fire L. M. Johnston and M. D. Flannigan



In order to provide some context for the spatial patterns of
interface in Canada with respect to past fires, we obtained data
on past fire locations, area burned and causes from the

Canadian Forest Service Canadian National Fire Database
(NFDB) (Canadian Forest Service 2014). The first fire-related
analysis involved classification of every fire polygon in the

database from 1980 to 2014 as an ‘interface fire’ or ‘not
interface fire’. To be counted as an interface fire here, any
part of the fire polygon must intersect with an interface area

(WUI, WUI-Ind or WUI-Inf). These ‘interface fires’ were also
further classified as lightning- or human-caused fires to
investigate any differences by ignition cause. It should be
noted that the interface areas were mapped using more current

data than much of the NFDB fire dates, so it is possible that
fires deemed ‘interface fires’ may not have actually been
interface fires if the area of interface did not exist at the time

of the fire. This analysis could be thought of as an indication of
whether those fires would be ‘interface’ fires or not if they had
happened at the present time.

For the second fire-related analysis, we used the same NFDB
fire polygons to determine if there is a higher or lower proportion
of area burned inside interface areas v. outside interface areas.

We selected randomly sampled points across Canada, with the
number of random samples proportional to 0.01% of land area.
Using the randomly sampled points, we performed x2 tests for
equality of proportions for each province or territory (with

a ¼ 0.05 and n scaled down to 1500).
For the third fire-related analysis, we used the same hexago-

nal grid of the interface areas discussed at the beginning of the

section, and then we also calculated the area burned and number
of fires for each cell.We determined area burned by individually
adding the area burned for each fire polygon (or partial polygon)

from the NFDB 1980–2014 dataset within the hexagon. Over-
lapping fire polygons were permitted; therefore, it was possible
for much more than 100% of a hexagon cell to have burned over
the 1980–2014 time period.We determined the numbers of fires

per hexagonal cell by using the NFDB points dataset (using just
1980–2014), which shows the location of recorded fires in
Canada as a point feature. Within each cell, we counted the

number of fire points to produce the number of fires per cell.

Results and discussion

National interface

Nationally, there are 116.5 million ha of wildland–human

interface in Canada, covering 13.8% of the total land area of
Canada (842 million ha) or 20.7% of the total wildland fuel area
(562 million ha). Though these areas may not actually be at risk

of wildfire, classifying these areas as ‘interface’ indicates they
may have the potential to be at risk when awildfire occurs, given
appropriate conditions (e.g. weather, detailed fuel character-
istics, topography, structural flammability). Interface areas

delineated here are areas where intensive fire suppression and
values protection activities would likely be crucial, and should
be considered priority areas for risk assessments and fire

mitigation activities (e.g. FireSmart,3 community preparedness
plans, and fuel treatments).

National maps4 of the interface produced here show all three

interface types together (i.e. the wildland–human interface;
Fig. 2a), and then each type separately (Fig. 2b–d). Individually,
the WUI in Canada covers 32.3 million ha (3.8% of land area,

5.8% of fuel area), WUI-Ind covers 10.5 million ha (1.3% of
land area, 1.9% of fuel area), and WUI-Inf covers 109.8 million
ha (13.0% of land area, 19.5% of fuel area) (Table 2). Note that

the national areas for the three interface types do not sum to the
national area for the wildland–human interface (116.5 million
ha) owing to the overlap of the three layers. TheWUI-Inf covers
the largest area of the three interface types, largely because of

the widespread road network.
Fig. 3 shows categories of the density of WUI (Fig. 3a),

WUI-Ind (Fig. 3b) and WUI-Inf (Fig. 3c) aggregated into a grid

of hexagonal cells (as covered in theMethods section), whichwe
then crossed with categories of both fuel and structure area. The
classification that reflects the highest potential risk is ‘high’

densities of interface with ‘high’ fuel densities and ‘high’
structure densities (shown as green cells in Fig. 3). For the
WUI and WUI-Ind, specific areas with the high/high/high

classification include the border between the prairies and the
boreal forest, and the majority of the southern portion of the
country (with the exception of southern Ontario and the prairies,
which have ‘low’ fuels). The WUI-Inf follows a similar pattern,

but the high/high/high classification covers a much broader
extent, in particular extending into more of the boreal forest.

Provincial and territorial interface

The majority of interface areas are located in the southern por-
tions of the country, with very limited areas in the northern
portions. The provinces with the largest interface areas are

Quebec, Alberta, Ontario and British Columbia (Table 2). These
four provinces are the main players in fire management, and are
responsible for 80% of the fire management expenditures across

the country (Stocks and Flannigan 2013). Three eastern pro-
vinces (Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island andNewBrunswick)
have particularly high densities of interface (but not high total
areas compared with other provinces), especially for WUI and

WUI-Inf (Table 2). Wildfire in these three provinces is less
frequent than in many other provinces (Stocks et al. 2002), but if
a wildfire occurs in these three provinces, it is very likely to be

an interface fire.

Interface and structures

Of all Canadian ‘Populated Places’ (cities, towns, settlements

and reservations), 521 of 544 locations (96%) had at least some
WUI within a 5-km buffer. The majority (60%) of Populated
Places also had more than 500 ha of WUI within a 5-km buffer
(327 of the total 544); these locations are shown in purple in

Fig. 4. Locations that have only small amounts of or no WUI
area surrounding them are more common in the far north, the
prairies and southern Ontario. As noted in the methods section,

3FireSmart is primarily a community wildfire mitigation and awareness campaign, similar to Firewise in the United States; it includes a series of guidelines to

mitigate fire in the interface and reduce structure vulnerability to fire.
4The full-resolution interface maps cannot be reproduced here, but are available by request.
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Fig. 2. National interface maps for Canada, (a) showing the wildland–human interface, overlapping the wildland–

urban interface (WUI) as the top layer, wildland–industrial interface (WUI-Ind) as the middle layer, and wildland–

infrastructure interface (WUI-Inf) as the bottom layer; (b) showing the WUI; (c) showing the WUI-Ind; and

(d) showing the WUI-Inf. Hydrology is shown in light blue, and Canada is shown in light grey.
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Fig. 2. (Continued)
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only theWUIwas included because the Populated Places dataset
reflects human populations in settlements, which is primarily

characteristic of the WUI.

Interface and fires

Fig. 5 displays all fire area burned polygons that are recorded in
the NFDB from 1980 to 2014, and indicates each fire as an
‘interface fire’ (if it intersects an interface area) or ‘not interface
fire’ (does not intersect an interface area). For all interface types

together (i.e. the wildland–human interface), 40% of all NFDB
fire polygons are considered to be an interface fire. Considering
each interface type individually, the number of fire polygons

that are interface fires is 17, 6 and 38% for the WUI, WUI-Ind
and WUI-Inf respectively. Overall, these numbers indicate that
fires within interface areas are fairly common. It should be

noted, however, that the overall number of fires is under-
estimated because the NFDB polygons do not include all fires.
Smaller fires in particular are underestimated and only data from

provinces and territories and Parks Canada are included (leaving
out municipal and undetected fires).

We performed the same intersection of interface areas with
fire polygons, but separated out fires by cause (lightning- v.

human-caused, leaving out the other causes in the database:
unknown, restarts, prescribed burns). We found that lightning-
caused fires saw much lower percentages of ‘interface fires’

than human-caused fires. Lightning-caused fires had 6, 3 and
25% of fires being classified as interface fires for WUI,
WUI-Ind and WUI-Inf respectively. Human-caused fires had

higher percentages, with 39, 12 and 65% forWUI,WUI-Ind and
WUI-Inf respectively. This is unsurprising, as human-caused
ignitions are more frequent near interface areas where humans
are living and accessing them (Wotton et al. 2003; Gralewicz

et al. 2012; Price and Bradstock 2014). This high percentage for
human-caused interface firewould likely be even higherwithout
effective fire suppression and landscape fragmentation typically

found in interface areas (Gralewicz et al. 2012; Price and

Bradstock 2014; Parisien et al. 2016). Lightning-caused fires,
however, are not clustered around populated areas and can be

difficult to access and suppress (Stocks et al. 2002; Podur et al.
2003), resulting in low suppression effectiveness (Arienti et al.
2006; Robinne et al. 2016). Lightning fires can grow to a greater

extent in the less populated boreal forest where, in some cases,
they may be permitted to burn freely if not threatening values
(Stocks and Simard 1993; Stocks et al. 2002; Podur et al. 2003).

Randomly sampled points of the fire polygons and the

interface rasters for each province or territory indicated that
there is a lower proportion of area burned within interface areas
as compared with outside interface areas. For WUI, the propor-

tion of points sampled insideWUI areas that had been burned by
fire is 2%, comparedwith 8%outside (i.e. 4.0 times lowerwithin
interface areas; x2 for equality of proportions ¼ 65, P value

,0.0001). For WUI-Ind, the proportion of fire samples inside
WUI-Ind areas is 4%, and 8%outside (i.e. 2.0 times lowerwithin
interface areas; x2 ¼ 28, P value ,0.0001). WUI-Inf has a

proportion of 6% inside and 9% outside (i.e. 1.5 times lower
within interface areas; x2¼ 10, P value¼ 0.001). It is likely that
early detection and fire suppression (in particular initial attack)
are the main factors in this reduction of fire area within interface

areas.
The same hexagonal,18 grid as in Fig. 3 was used to look at

the relationship between fires and interface areas (Fig. 6). The

amount of interface area in each cell is shown in three categories
(low, medium, high) and crossed with either the area burned in
each cell (Fig. 6a, c, e) or the number of fires in each cell

(Fig. 6b, d, f). For all three interface types, when crossed with
area burned, the distribution of the higher categories (e.g. high/
high, high/medium,medium/medium) is generally distributed to
a more northern extent (Fig. 6a, c, e) when compared with the

same maps using number of fires (Fig. 6b, d, f). For the maps
using area burned (Fig. 6a, c, e), the majority of the boreal forest
contains hexagons with higher categories. The prairies, southern

Ontario and Quebec, the east coast provinces and the far north

Table 2. Area of wildland–urban interface, wildland–industrial interface and infrastructure interface as total area (ha) and interface area as a

percentage of provincial or territorial land area (%) for each province and territory in Canada, and for all of Canada

Area (ha) Interface area/land area (%)

Wildland–urban

interface

Industrial

interface

Infrastructure

interface

Wildland–urban

interface

Industrial

interface

Infrastructure

interface

Alberta 3 165 144 3 409 839 18 027 267 5.1 5.5 29.0

British Columbia 5 520 686 1 762 337 17 617 488 6.4 2.1 20.5

Manitoba 2 282 665 389 097 7 023 709 4.4 0.7 13.5

New Brunswick 2 223 320 575 326 4 829 044 30.6 7.9 66.5

Newfoundland and Labrador 1 221 610 502 766 3 722 071 3.6 1.5 10.9

Northwest Territories 202 113 71 677 3 524 480 0.2 0.1 3.3

Nova Scotia 2 431 164 495 066 4 149 994 45.1 9.2 77.0

Nunavut 5029 1056 23 885 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ontario 5 853 788 1 233 240 21 569 534 6.6 1.4 24.5

Prince Edward Island 178 185 29 475 221 143 31.1 5.1 38.6

Quebec 6 984 261 1 470 985 18 471 946 5.6 1.2 14.9

Saskatchewan 1 907 723 365 110 7 501 080 3.3 0.6 13.1

Yukon Territory 294 795 224 353 3 112 059 0.7 0.5 7.0

Canada 32 270 485 10 530 326 109 793 700 3.8 1.3 13.0
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have very low or no area burned, resulting in a zero (shown in
grey in Fig. 6) or low category for area burned by interface.
A difference between north-west and north-east Ontario can also

be seen, with higher categories for the majority of cells in north-
western Ontario. For the maps using number of fires (Fig. 6b,
d, f), in addition to a more southern distribution of the higher

categories than is seen for the area burned maps, there are also
areas of higher categories in southern Ontario and Quebec and
the east coast provinces (except forNewfoundland). The prairies

have slightly higher values than were found for the area burned
maps, but still mostly one of the lower categories or no fire. As
with the area burnedmaps, the number of firesmaps all show the
far north with the no-fire category.

Combining the interface maps here with the fire parameters
begins to address the element of fire risk; where there is little
fire, there is low fire risk. However, more data are required to get

estimates of the total potential impacts and the likelihood of
destruction in order to fully quantify risk (Fried et al. 1999; Lein
and Stump 2009; Haas et al. 2013; Chuvieco et al. 2014).

Results comparison

Direct comparison of the main results of the present study (i.e.
the amount of interface area across Canada) with other studies
cannot be performed for two reasons: (1) most studies were
performed in other areas of the world, and (2) the methods and

input data used vary between studies. Methods vary broadly,
from the definition of the interface to the selection of structures
and fuels to include, and the use and treatment of a buffer. Scale

and resolution vary between studies as well, as do the input data.
Even studies performed using the same input data and the same
general interface definitions can end up with disparate interface

maps (Stewart et al. 2009; Platt 2010; Bar-Massada et al. 2013;
Bouillon et al. 2014). However, to provide some reference for
comparison, we will compare the overall results of the national
WUI area with other national studies. Only WUI will be dis-

cussed because there are no other studies that investigate the
WUI-Ind or the WUI-Inf.

Most studies that calculated the area of theWUIwere done in

the United States, with six studies producing a national estimate
for the conterminous United States. From these studies, the total
WUI area ranges from 46.6 to 84.8 million ha (covering ,5 to

11% of land area). Specifically, the area of the conterminous
United States that was defined as WUI for each study was: 71.9
million ha (9% of land area) (Radeloff et al. 2005), 46.6 million

ha (6%) (Theobald and Romme 2007), 84.8 million ha (11%)
(Haas et al. 2013) and 71.9 million ha (9%) (Thomas and Butry
2014). In contrast, in the present study, we found there is 32.3
million ha of WUI in Canada, covering 3.8% of the land area.

Disregarding differences in methodology, it appears WUI in
Canada does cover a smaller area and proportion of the country
compared with WUI in the United States.

Modugno et al. (2016) studied WUI in European countries.
Total areas of WUI were not provided, but percentages of each
country covered by WUI ranged from 0.1 to 17.4%, with an

average of 3.5% (standard deviation 3.6%). Putting aside
differing methods between the Modugno et al. (2016) study
and the current study, Canada has a similar percentage of land
mapped as WUI (3.8%).
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Fig. 3. Three-way categorical maps of interface, fuels and structures,

showing the combined categories of densities (percentage of land area in

each hexagonal cell) for interface, fuels and structures within hexagonal,18

cells (exact cell area is 3400 km2, which is ,18 by 18 at mid-latitudes of

Canada). Cells with no interface are not shown. Cells with low amounts

of interface are shown in blackwhen interface densities are less than: (a) 1%of

land area within a cell mapped as wildland–urban interface (WUI); (b) 0.5%

of land area within a cell mapped as wildland–industrial interface (WUI-Ind);

and (c) 7% of land area within a cell mapped as wildland–infrastructure

interface (WUI-Inf). Above these thresholds, cells are classified according to

fuel and structure density: ‘high’ fuel density is shown in blue (.30% of land

area), ‘high’ density of structures is shown in yellow (.0.06% for WUI

structures (a); .0.009% for WUI-Ind structures (b); or 0.09% for WUI-Inf

values (c)), and ‘high’ density of both fuels and structures is shown in green.
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Fig. 4. ‘Populated Places’ in Canada with substantial wildland–urban interface areas (WUI) surrounding

them (i.e. .500 ha within 5-km distance) by relative population size (‘Population Class’ 4 ¼ population of

over 1 000 000; 3 ¼ 100 000–999 999; 2 ¼ 10 000–99 999; 1 ¼ 1–9999).
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Fig. 5. Fire polygons from the Canadian National Fire Database (NFDB) (Canadian Forest Service 2014)

from 1980 to 2014, with ‘interface fires’ defined as the fires that intersect any interface area for all three

interface types together (i.e. the wildland–human interface).
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(e), (f) wildland–infrastructure interface (WUI-Inf). Categories (as% of cell land area) of fire area burned density are high (.30%), medium (.2–30%), low

(#2%); categories (as number per hexagonal cell) of number of fires are high (.100), medium (6–100), low (#5). Additionally, for area burned density and
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(.6%),medium (,1–6%), low (#1%); categories forWUI-Ind are high (.3%),medium (.0.5–3%), low ( 0.5%); categories forWUI-Inf are high (.25%),

medium (.7–25%), low (#7%).
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Applications

There are a wide variety of potential wildfire-related applica-
tions of the data produced in this study. Planning wildfire
mitigation activities could benefit from having this interface

data, including targeting which districts should receive Fire-
Smart or fuel treatment funding, developing or altering muni-
cipal wildfire bylaws, industrial wildfire mitigation regulations,

or infrastructure fire mitigation initiatives. Further long-term
planning applications include applications within city planning,
fire management planning, evacuation planning, and wildfire

insurance. Additionally, a variety of wildfire decision-support
activities may benefit from these data, including resource pre-
positioning, values protection, fire prioritisation, setting alerts
for interface fires, and risk modelling.

Limitations

Any further research or applied uses of these data must use them
at the appropriate scale (i.e. not at a fine scale such as neigh-

bourhood or structure scale). Users of these interface data should
also recall that the interface areas do not indicate fire risk (where
risk is defined as vulnerability multiplied by potential expo-

sure). Additionally, the interface maps are not guaranteed to be
complete or without errors; out-of-date input data (e.g. where
new developments have been built, or where fuels have under-

gone recent disturbance) or errors in the input data result in
incomplete or inaccurate interface maps. Furthermore, only
structural and infrastructure values that have the potential to be
vulnerable to wildland fire were included, thus leaving out non-

structural values such as: aesthetic, ecological, economic
(including recreational loses and timber losses) and cultural
values. It should also be noted that thesemaps have been defined

with wildfire-focused parameters, and as such, may not be
entirely appropriate for applications related to other human
natural issues, such as: biodiversity impacts, forestry, wildlife

management, land-cover conversion and habitat fragmentation
(as discussed in Radeloff et al. (2005) and Bar-Massada et al.

(2014)).

Future research

Themaps produced in this study provide a first look at Canadian
interface areas that will be used for further research, including
interface risk mapping and change detection or future prediction

of interface areas. The current maps also may be updated with
new fuels or values information as they become available, and
refinements of the interface areas can be made through the

addition of a variety of elements such as detailed fuel loads,
seasonal fire hazard, or structure vulnerability.

Conclusion

In this study, we provide the first national maps of interface

areas for Canada. We defined the interface areas as the wildland
fuel areas that are within a fuel-dependent buffer of a maximum
distance of 2400 m to a potentially vulnerable value. Overall,

large areas of Canada are mapped as interface (116.5 million
ha). Looking at just what is generally considered the traditional
WUI (focusing on homes and community or commercial
buildings), Canada has 32.3 million ha of WUI. Expanding the

WUI concept to focus on just industrial structures showed that
there is 10.5 million ha of WUI-Ind, and focusing on infra-
structure (e.g. roads, railways and powerlines) showed that there

is 109.8 million ha of WUI-Inf. Much of the areas of the
three interface ‘types’ overlap, and they are found in every
province and territory in Canada. Further research is required to

improve on the existing maps (e.g. improved and updated fuels
information), and to include structure vulnerability and even-
tually a comprehensive risk model within interface areas.
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